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O PLANTS see
feel hear taste
smell In all seri-

ousness do they
Toss the question

aside with disdain if you
will but leading botanical
authorities of the United
States chiefs of botanical
departments in great insti-
tutions of learning have
concluded that the subject
is well worth devoting at-

tention o In Baltimore
Chicago Philadelphia Los
Angeles simultaneously
experiments are
made by wren who promise
vi o s t interesting results
from this study

And they have already
learned some startling
things

OJ course they dont
altcmf to provt that
slants have eyes ears nos-

trils palates fingers but
they do say that they ex-

hibit characteristics corre
ipending to the five human
erases

A Baltimore authority
hulks at one
ivjf a Philadelphia
i nanist John Muirhead Mac
fHand D Sc declares that ccen this may
be granted since a revolver shot in a green-
house will cause a collapse of all tlu sensi-
tive Dlants eat they respond to sound
waves

A number of plants it is found arc
equipped with elongated hairs or else spots
which catch the light about as does the
human eye Certain plants turn up their
leaves to gather in lifegiving rays of
the sun others travel to seek food and
light still others find their way through air
to a stuck upon which to twine

Hop and sweet potato vines go
through rotary notions controlled by the
movements of the earth and sun The
I runs flytrap catches insects whose flavor
it likes Hence taste Similarly a root
nil find its way to a favorite material in

the soil will smell it mil so to speak
Even such emotion as joy and sadness

arc so some investigators say experienced
b plants they are thankful for moisture
in the air they Jeep every right

i LL plants do not It Is believed contain the
phenomena corresponding to senses At toast

than In others and so they are
gtouped under the head of sensitive plants

Some of them have been found in the tropics oth
ers in various portions of America and not a few of
thum oma of the most Important In fact are among
common American domestic plants for instance the
hop

Students in botany at tho University of Pennsyl-
vania have lately been making some interesting experi-
ments to determine just to what extent the hop and
sweet potato vines are endowed with motion re
etfinbUng the animal kind

There Is nothing strange about any plant moving
with the wind or in the natural prbcqss Of growth
but these motions are not of sort

The of a vine usually hangs tree its leaves
lolling gracefully in air Yet one of them
unless its course b s itnpudeu by some object will
evutY day make a complete or will
describe an arc of half a circle then slowly go back
toltP starting point

This it is believed is no accident but is the direct
effect ot the suns influence opposed to the diurnal
motion of the earth with pernaps something of the

ojjui g gravity in
Botanists do not say that it is done consciously

but tney uo contend that the motion of the vine Is the
result of centuries aeons of constant attempt to ad
Just Itself to the mighty forces operating upon It

As an llustratlon of how the sense of touch is de
in plant life a botanist the other day gave

R demonstration with plant of the mimosa pudlca
This is a giant which grows On pots to the

height of about a foot From Its centre stalk extend
stems each stem containing four leaves The

composed of many segments sticking out from
the vein

The segments In the plant exhibited were beauti
fully unrolled the stems stood out from the stalk
either horizontally or at an upward angle

Carefully seizing two segments at the very end
f a leaf the professor said Now watch He

the green matter enough to

Immediately the next pair of segments on either
side of the vein fell down flat utterly collapsed An
Instant later the next pair drpppoo

From that on it was Just like clockwork pair
after fell in rapid succession Until the last pair
was reached

Just moments pause and then the same action
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was passed on by some mysterious agency within
the vein to the next leaf the stimulation passeo
through the joint at the terminus of the leaf anti
went on to the end

Next came the third leaf then the fourth the mo
tion becoming more rapid as it progressed And when
the four leaves were down suddenly as If chopped by
an axe the entire stem collapsed and hung apparent-
ly lifeless against the stalk

Again the botanist gave a slight stroke to the
stalk below the stems and every stem every af
every segment collapsed

Ydu mignt have thought from the appearance that
the plant was dead but in ten minutes it had gradu-
ally regained its normal shape

Just why the exhibits such characteristics-
Is not known Even those who say that plants have
no sense of touch are unable to offer any explana
tion more plausible

But one very Important experiment has shown
or tended to show the phenomena are actually
controlled or to be accounted for by a sense

A mimosa plant was etherized tliw anaesthetic
was applied to it in much the manner as it
would have been given to a human being in a aen
tist s chair or on an operating table

Pinch a person who is unuer ether and there is
no response he doesnt leel it

Now thought the botanists if the mimosa be not
affected by ether it will snow that It iias no sense
buC merely mechanical action if it be aitected by the
drug tilt leaves will not collapse wuen you

they pinched and pinched and not a bit did
the plant It was no tailing of segments
or leaves And after awhile when the plant came
out of ether it acted Just as before that Is as-

sumed Us normal senses
To compare still further plants of the mimosa

order have been experimented with under the
same conditions as a human muscle

Strike of a muscle repeatedly and It re-
sponds to each stimulus remaining contracted in a

of tetsnus
This is true of the oxalis plant but not of tile

mimosa pudlca so that the conclusion to be drawn-
is somewhat in shadow

But one strong deduction Is that since plants of
apparently similar forms of ac
tion the same they must be pos
scssed of something more than phenomena Wnat

The oxalls plant while apparently of the same
differs in some important from the

mimosa It Is of the trefoil kind three leaves ex
tending from a stem Upon being shaken these leaves
collapse about the stem but upon a second shaking
they will ly o tholr natural position and shape

Indeed the conclusion nas been upon some
of the greatest botanists that tht sensation of con
tact is produced in plants and aiimala under the

or similar conditions
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Kor example apply a slight electric shuck to a man and the epidermis is ucnicu-
do the same to a and it undergoes gyrations which botanists say are
nothing less than indications of tickled

And If one were td a solar plexus one must perforce admit some of the
senses

That certain highly Sensitive plants respond to sudden variations in the atmos-
pheric pzeuura has b en
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If Nature has fitted plants with aen
touch or feeling she surrly must have
pose

In the case of th mimafn Uil be
sieved te be that th at a slight touch
In keeping off large animals attacks-

f Injurious insects
A goat his prospective meal dwindle

leaves it for more favorable pasturage a fly is
pared away by the collame leaves The closing

loaves Is oleo protection against rail or haiL
In one class of plants utility evidently lies

in Insuring the transference or reception of pollen
In another the capture and digestion of
Why the oxalis leaves collate w touched Is not
known-

A visitor who called at an experiment green
noose at twilight to the sensitive plants was
surprised to be told by attendant 1 fear you
will very of then for they re all asleep

He meant it They o when the sun
go 8 down closing up their rafter the same
fashion as whoa

It was suggested th t perhaps this was a
purely mechanical act and ilit mean that the
plants were equipped with corresponding-
to human which

Still responded the jotaiust ou
it strange that no amount of artificial light or ec
trical current or other treatment ecu arouse them
from sleep It was ind d i odd Observation

In that greenhouse there wat a sort of ditine
calm which seized hold uoon the visitor felt
that the plants asleep nt simply closed
up mechanically and that hey forth some
of their peace

And speaking of breating it is wet established
that plants inhale and atmosphere just as
animals do with sU ht variation for where-
as the animal Inhales gen nd exhales
oloxW the plant thrives on carbon dioxxl
out oxygen A sort of reciprocity

Do plants really
Of course to speak of plant seeing one must

presume eyes one has been enough j
say that plants have eyes in the sane sense as ant

but ray the botanists there as several kinds
of organisms that the sine purpose

In at least two Instances ir the eases f the
pertalonia and bcgronia there stick up front tiia
surface of the leaves lnnum raul little olongnti J
hairs with slight swelling on the euds

These hairs say the botanists corresponu to
the retina of the they collect stray of
tight and pass them downward as light ray
carried by the optic nerve for the human eye into
the l Hf where they mean nourishment life

In another fttronla plant mucilaginous
all over the surface of the leaf are sdntewuut

poetically held to serve tie of eyes
Turn a Japanese bean iflne upside down placing

woven wire over the mouth ot the so the dirt
will not spill watch It

The leaves which at Urst hang downward so
evenly will soon curl upward the leaves then
he entire they assume their final ppsi

lion
This means sight The leaves are looking for

the sun and whoa they find it stop and
look at

Have you done anything to thatpossess the sense of one or the Investigators
was

Yes he replied If you place xUr tn a box
with glass sides and plant a seed so you can
its growth through glass you may note a

Suppose there are In that dirt out of line with
the vertical direction at first taken by the seed rootcertain substances sucn as arsenic and starch
You will see every time tho root
toward the substance it lkos in this Instance thestarch If that isnt smell what Is U

That plants grow from protoplasm as animals
do Is generally accepted That they are but a s-

lower form of animal life is a natural i

which In a more dovtlopoc become
known as cia prove that this u uo
the next logical step
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